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The answer to all the following 50 clues is the name of a Country. 

1 He sees a moat but what's that floating in it (5).  

2 What Michael rowed his boat across (6)  
3 208 metres (10)  

4 Cattle noise caught up with a learner (8)  
5 Hold back the tears for this country (9)  

6 Quite a party about being happy in the north east (10)  

7 The slippery sound of a musical (6)  
8 You need to show vigour to go around a volcano (7)  

9 You're in danger, man, you must be careful (7)  
10 Brexit man changed direction at the end (5)  

11 It's mad, a car propelled by gas (10)  
12 Stokes is batting (5)  

13 Coffee? Eric Anderson's inside (5,4)  

14 What links confectionery to a former PM in a song (7)  
15 They're proud to have made George cross (5)  

16 Initially I let you be alone, in a roundabout way (5)  
17 A job for an Eskimo? (5,5)  

18 Doing some origami? But he's in front not her (7)  

19 Is the Duke longing for something? To go here? (11)   
20 US spies after a good man going to the toilet (5,5)  

21 Swap a shilling for a penny in the lethargic food 
distributor (5) 

 

22 New Zealander puts his clothes on back to front (9)  
23 Born on a Monday and surrounded by water (7,7)  

24 Mixed up inside with Noah? Not Harry for a start (9)  
25 A Prime Minister needs nothing (8)  

26 The line of people has been told not to move (6).  

27 Turn the central heating on? (5)  
28 Affection between south and north outside of India (8)  

29 They gave up the rumba to do the rock and roll (6)  
30 A wobbly line runs through here (5)  

31 Market garden, turn it round and look in the middle 
(7) 
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32 Members of the Queens Guard losing nothing (5)  

33 It is lit with a nice sheen, blowing around a bit (13)  
34 Diva sings a solo about her male admirers? (7)  

35 Love Island (4)  
36 We need to look at a bicycle ban on footpaths (7)  

37 Dinner service perhaps? (5)  

38 All you need is a hug and a kiss (6)  
39 Looking at an abnormal divestment of one's assets (8)  

40 Head wear for a sunny day? (6)  

41 Imagine a green moon whilst drinking tea (10)  

42 Does someone from here look like a vegetable (6)  

43 Remove a learner from another country (7)  
44 The case of Laura and her stoned olives (4)  

45 Strong winds blowing around the north east (7)  
46 £1.05 (6)  

47 Yellow bricks will show you the way here (9)  
48 Liam needs to sort himself (4)  

49 Feeling Peckish (7)  

50 See misplaced anger with two eyes (7)  
 

  


